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FAST, CLEAR, PERMANENT UV LASER MARKING FOR PHARMACEUTICALS

Tri-Star's High-Speed UV Cold Laser Marker has established itself as the preeminent choice for ultra-fast marking of loose or pre-packaged tablets and gelatin capsules. The reasons for this aren't hard to find:

UV Cold laser is an easy to operate system that creates high resolution text, barcodes and graphics of extraordinary detail and clarity on individual tablets and capsules of any size or shape. Markings are permanent and tamper-proof, and establish a unique 100% verifiable identity for each and every dose, which can be constantly tracked in real time through manufacturing and distribution to the final consumer.

This generates assurance and confidence from start to finish. It enables pharmaceutical manufacturers to help halt the urgent national and worldwide problem of counterfeiting and drug theft with unmatched accuracy and greatly enhanced track and trace capabilities.

Tri-Star's UV Cold Laser incorporates a complete DQ, IQ, OQ validation package for equipment. The control system is fully compliant with GAMP 5 and CFR Part 11. And it is backed by the company's 24/7 worldwide service network.

Tri-Star pioneered the use of lasers for marking pharmaceutical products. Their UV Cold Laser, in use all around the globe, was conceived, designed and is built in the high-tech hub of El Segundo, California.

For further information, contact Tri-Star President Alex Kerner at alex.kerner@tri-star-technologies.com or visit the web site www.tri-star-technologies.com.
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